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Hand Tables & Retractors

Quantity Cat. No. Description

A 1 ADULT ASSI® •TH-101 The tables maintain enough weight to resist all passive torsion force 

B 1 CHILD ASSI® •TH-201
of the pronated or supinated forearm. Around its perimeter numerous 

C 1 INFANT ASSI® •TH-301
notches provide anchor spots for the ball chains. Slots serve as 
placements for the rubber bands’ sliding hooks. The tables can be used facing 
either way to accommodate both left and right hand surgical procedures.

Elevated chain holders are positioned anywhere around the edge of 
D 1 set of 2 pcs. ASSI® •TH-102 the table and serve as elevated anchor points for chains wherever an 

elevated pull or clearance above the flexed fingers is needed.

Chain holder hooks enable one chain to provide an anchor point for 
E 1 set of 2 pcs. ASSI® •TH-103 another chain. They are used to facilitate proximal retraction along 

the axis of the limb (See picture).

Ball chains with hooks, 32cm long.
F 1 set of 2 pcs. ASSI® •TH-104 Ball chains with hooks, 21cm long.
G 1 set of 4 pcs. ASSI® •TH-105 Both chains are used for wound edge retraction and retraction of 

fingertips. The chain, engaged in the table edge, or the elevated chain 
holders, or in the chain holder hooks, has an interval of 6cm.

H 1 set of 2 pcs. ASSI® •TH-106 Ball chains without hooks, 26cm long, are used to secure arm and 
wrist fixation. They are secured at each end to the table edge.

I 1 set of 4 pcs. ASSI® •TH-107 Tendon hooks, when attached to the hooks of TH-104/105, facilitate 
the traumatic retraction of tendons and wound edges.

J 1 set of 4 pcs. ASSI® •TH-108 Rubber band sliding hooks are placed at any point along the slots to 
provide anchor points for the rubber bands.

K 1 set of 5 pcs. ASSI® •TH-109 Rubber bands are used to provide a downward pull to the various
digits at any point along their length.

L 1 ASSI® •TH-110 Stainless Steel Carrying Case

M 1 ASSI® •TH-111 Oval box 130 x 8mm, for parts: TH-102 through TH-109.
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ASSI® •TH-110 and ASSI® •TH-111 are not
included in child’s and infant’s sets.

They are sold separately.
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18-TH110 and 18-TH111 are not included 
in the child and infant sets. They are sold 
separately.
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Traction Tower

 

100FT Traction Device

Autoclavable stainless steel construction with a 
telescoping traction post. This quick-mounting 

unit, combined with the finger traps, is the 
perfect system for traction procedures (weights 

sold separately).

TT200 Traction Tower

This simple but effective unit mounts with ease 
to the O.R. table accesssory rail with a clamp 
which is attached to the vertical post. This 36” 
rod is height-adjustable using the clamp. The 
30” boom angle can be adjusted and rotated 

360°. This length provides the versatility to place 
the tower on either side of the O.R. table.

EQ350 Equalizing Device

Provides equal traction to as many as five digits 
and is autoclavable.
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Traction Tower

Stainless Steel Finger Traps

These autoclavable single wire traps can be 
ordered in (4) sizes. 

 
Single Mode

100XSW Pediatric
200SW Small

300MW Medium
400LW Large

Autoclavable Finger Traps

Fabric mesh autoclavable finger traps in five 
sizes. Available in single and double modes. 
 
  Single Mode  Double Mode
Pediatric  100XS   102XS
Small   200S   202S
Medium 300M   302M
Large  400L   402L
X-Large  500XL   502XL
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